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Congratulations to Westfield High School students accepted to 2019 CJMEA Region Honors Ensembles!
2019 CJMEA Region II Orchestra
Kelly Eagan- Bass
Kevin Li- Violin
Amy Xiao - Violin
2019 CJMEA Region II Ensembles
Valerie Chang- Oboe
Austin Chen- Trumpet
Duncan Cook- Trumpet
Conor Daly- Trombone
Ian Gurland- Percussion
Tia Lemberg- Oboe
Karl Peter- Trumpet
Robert Strauss- Piccolo
Max Tennant- Trumpet
Aprina Wang- French Horn
Kailey Zhao- Bassoon
These students performed in a region ensemble in January and auditioned for All-State on January 19th.
We are honored that they represented our school in a region group this year.
2019 All State Band & Orchestra
In addition to the Region-level ensembles, the following students advanced to earn All State recognition!
Tia, Max and Aprina will perform at NJPAC in February with the Wind Ensemble.
Valerie, Tia and Aprina will perform at NJEA in November with the Orchestra.
Congratulations!
Congratulations to the following Westfield High School students who were accepted into the 2019 Region Chorus!
These students were chosen among hundreds who auditioned last month.
They performed in concert at Monroe High School on January 27th.
2019 Region II Chorus
Daniel Andrade * Russell Cohen * Anna D'Angelo * Roselyne Garabete
Charlotte Geary * Sam Horvath * Zaria Katz * Kayla Louison
Josh Madera (2nd in the Tenor 2 Section) * Joseph Maldonado (1st in the Tenor 2 Section)
Matthew Meixner (4th in the Tenor 1 Section)
Vincent Mora * Aishik Palit
Rachel Seiden (4th in the Alto 2 section)
Matthew Siroty (1st in the Tenor 1 section and tied for highest score overall)
Congratulations to our Intermediate students who were accepted into the 2019 CJMEA Region II Ensembles!
Edison Intermediate: 6th grader; Claire Qin (Violin); 7th graders; Nolan Daly (Trumpet), Charlie Hu (Oboe); 8th graders; Eric Bueklers
(Bass Clarinet); Kevin Chen (Viola); Will Crall (Tuba); Yusuf Lee (Trumpet); Youhao Steve Wang (Violin) and Felix Yu (Violin)
Roosevelt Intermediate: 8th graders; Julian Hamilton (Viola); Liam Maurillo (Percussion) and Tristan Wroe (Cello)

Congratulations!
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Westfield
High School
Art
The Foundations of Art classes
have been working on techniques
of creating value with the most
recent emphasis on cross-hatching
and hatching. Students created
drawings of facial features from
observation and applied value
using cross-hatching and hatching.
Then we viewed and discussed
surrealism,
and
incorporated
surreal elements to their facial
feature drawings. The drawings
were then used as a starting point
for Intaglio printmaking. The
drawings
were
etched
into
plexiglass and then an edition of
prints was created using traditional
Intaglio printmaking techniques.
The students will then be creating
mixed media variations with some
of the prints from their edition of
prints.

The Computer Graphic Design
I classes have been creating
marker comprehensive drawings of
Rube Goldberg machines. The
Rube Goldberg drawings have to
show 8 or more steps in a
sequence to do a simple task like
turning on a light switch. After the
marker comprehensive drawings
are complete, the students will be
working on a final computer
illustration with proper perspective
and gradients used to show value
and depth. The final computer
illustrations will be created in
Adobe Illustrator.

Ceramics 2
Coiled Ceramic tree (plus detail)
by David Orenberg

Pictured above is a collection of
student pieces from the end of the
semester in Ceramics 2. The work
is representative of impressed slab
building, wheel throwing, pinching
with an emphasis on rims and feet
as well as the art of sgraffito (in
Italian “to scratch”). The Ceramic
works are by the following
students:
Michael
O’Donnell,
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Arthur Robbins-Geller and Kevin
Stokes.
Crafts Exploration students have
been hard at work learning about
and creating various types of
sculptures.
We
began
the
sculpture/3-D unit by creating a
felted animal of their choice.
When the animal is complete, they
will have to create a part of the
animal’s environment using various
materials. The photographs show
the very beginning of the project
and the final outcome. We will
then move on to designing and
carving an initial and decorating it
with an indented Zentangle
pattern. The sculpture unit will be
complete after the students finish
carving a piece of plaster, balsa
foam, or soapstone.

Arts a la Carte

Drawing classes are really doing
a wonderful job in class creating
small value study projects. They
will begin working on larger pieces
using full value as they experiment
with a variety of media. Their large
scale homework drawings continue
their development of incorporating
indicators of depth into their
pieces. They work with personally
selected imagery and subject
preference.

As the first Semester winds down,
this is a look at many of the
amazing projects the Ceramics
students have created. The shelves
in the kiln room are jam packed
with colorfully finished projects as
well as a few projects waiting to
be glazed and fired.
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Advanced Portfolio Prep (Art
IV) students are presenting their
exam essays to the class. Each
student will present two works
from different periods, styles or
movements.
After
this
past
marking period full of Art History,
the focus will move back to a
studio setting. Art IV students will
begin creating personal works for
future displays.

Composition classes are now
fully
incorporating
historical
armatures into their homework
projects. After an extended study
of value massing and value in
class, key students are diving into
acrylic painting. They are learning
traditional painting techniques that
can be applied equally to later oil
paintings.

World Crafts Sampler students
have creatively completed the fall
semester.
Dry needle felted
landscapes are done with dyed
wool roving, creating a scene of
the artist’s choice. Crafters learned

to develop depth by varying
shades and tones of colored wool
forming a background, middle
ground, and foreground.
The
students were well versed in the
process of needle felting; painting
with wool! Artworks are on display
in the WHS Main Office and soon
to
be
exhibited
Downtown
Westfield for Youth Art Month
(YAM) in March!
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Music
WHS Music 8th Grade Day
On Wednesday, January 9th, the
WHS Music Department hosted the
Seventh Annual 8th Grade Day.
Accompanied by their music
teachers, students from EIS and
RIS were bussed to the high
school for an interactive day of
discussion
and
music-making
alongside
the
WHS
Wind
Ensemble, Concert Choir and
Chamber
Orchestra.
Guest
speakers included Principal, Derrick
Nelson and Director of School
Counseling, Maureen Mazzarese.
We look forward to seeing many of
these 8th graders in next year’s
WHS ensembles!
The event concluded with a special
band concert with performances
by the EIS and RIS Concert Bands,
the WHS Wind Ensemble and the
WHS Marching Band. At the end of
the concert, Intermediate and High
School students stood side by side
in a combined performance of
Robert W. Smith’s The Great
Locomotive Chase. Bravo to all for
a great day of music-making!

8th Grade Day at WHS
nd

March 2 – All Bands @ Rotary
Club Breakfast with the Bands,
WHS Cafeteria
8:00 am - WHS Stage Band
8:20 am - WHS Jazz II
8:50 am - WHS Jazz I
9:30 am - EIS Jazz
10:00 am - RIS Jazz Combo
10:30 am - RIS Big Band
11:00 am - AlgoRhythm
(WHS Student Combo)

WHS Concert Bands
The WHS Wind Ensemble is
working hard to prepare for their
performance at the Music For All
National Concert Band Festival in
Indianapolis. Throughout January
and February, the students will
have opportunities to work with
professional
musicians
in
sectionals. In addition, the group
will have clinic rehearsals with
Profs. Todd Nichols & Darryl Bott
from Rutgers, Dr. Joe Higgins from
Rowan, Dr. Thomas McCauley
from Montclair State and composer
J. Scott McKenzie. It’s a busy few
months, but the students are
eager to push into a new level of
excellence!
Join us for an Indy send-off
Concert on March 3rd at 5pm in
WHS Café B to hear the final
product!
To keep up with all the exciting
news in the Westfield Band
program,
follow
online
at:
www.westfieldhsbands.org
WHS Bands Friends, Family, and
Alumni

WHS students selected to
CJMEA Honors Ensembles

whsbandsfriendsfamilyandalumni
Westfield High School Bands
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Christmas Tree Pickup
On January 6, students in the band
and choir picked up close to 600
Christmas trees after the holidays.
The fundraiser was organized by
the leaders in the band and choir
programs. What a great service to
the Westfield community and a
way to bring together the students
in our music programs. Thank you
to the many volunteers who
helped make this day a huge
success!
8th Grade Day
On January 9, WHS Choir, band
and orchestra hosted their annual
8th grade music day. Students
were treated to performances by
the high school ensembles and
rehearsed their piece for the
District Choral Night. The high
school students talked to the 8th
grade students about life at the
high school and what it’s like to be
a part of the choir program.
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District Choral Night
On January 16, the students in
Westfield Choir teamed up with
the 8th grade choruses from EIS
and RIS as well as Sharps and
Flats and Broadway Singers. The
concert concluded with the song
“Stand Together” sung by over
300 singers.
WHS Choir Hosts Region
Chorus Rehearsal
On January 19, Westfield Choir
hosted over 200 Region choir
Mixed Chorus and Treble Chorus
singers from the Central New
Jersey
area.
The
students
rehearsed for their concert that
took place at Monroe Township
High School on January 27. Special
thanks to the WHS
Choir
Leadership Council for running and
organizing this event!

Westfield Choir Students
accepted into the
2019 Region Chorus
Night of Love Songs
On February 9 at 7 PM, Westfield
Choir and the Westfield Choral
Parents Association will be holding
their annual, A Night of Love
Songs in Cafeteria B. The night will
feature
solo
and
group
performances from the students in
Blue Devil Treble, Bella Cora,
Concert Choir, and Choraleers.
Refreshments will be served and
there will be a tricky tray auction
raffling off items from local
merchants.

See Page 21 for
Night of Love
Songs Flyer
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WHS Choir sings at Military
Deployment Ceremony
On January 21 at the Westfield
Armory, the students in Concert
Choir sang “God Bless America”
and “The National Anthem” as part
of a Farewell Celebration for all
240 soldiers and their families.
Through a program called WAYVE,
whose mission is to engage teens
in volunteerism in the community,
the choir sang for the 102nd
Cavalry which is being deployed to
Jordan this month. WAYVE along
with members of the Town Council
and Bonds of Courage were invited
to help with this special project for
our soldiers.

WHS Orchestras
A new year is off and running and
the WHS Orchestras are moving
right along. On January 9th, the
WHS Music Department hosted our
Annual 8th Grade Music Day.
Eighth grade students from both
EIS and RIS were able to come
over to the high school to hear
wonderful performances by the
WHS Wind Ensemble, Concert
Choir, and the Chamber Orchestra.
The 8th graders were able to sit
down, rehearse, and get to know
some of the members of each
group. Every year, the 8th grade
day is a wonderful experience for

middle and high school students
alike. We hope to see them all
again in September!
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So what comes next for the
WHS Orchestras?
Here is a look at the schedule
April 14th - 18th
WHS Orchestra Disneyworld trip
April 23rd
4th Annual Chamber Music and
Young Composers’ Concert
May 23rd
Spring Concert

Drama
8th Grade Day at WHS

WHS Spring Musical

On January 14th, the WHS, EIS,
and RIS Orchestras combined for
the 3rd Annual District Orchestra
Night. This year, the orchestra
decided to change the format a bit
to include the 6th and 7th grade
students as well. So for the first
time ever we had all of the 6th
through 12th grade Orchestra
students under one roof for one
concert.
This year we incorporated a
theme, “A Night at the Movies”, as
each group played movie themes
along to clips of each movie. Also,
to go along with the theme,
students dressed up as movie
characters. There was even a
costume contest! Many thanks to
the Rialto theatre for donating
movie passes to the costume
contest winner, as well as, popcorn
for our audience and performers.
Overall, we are happy to say that
this year’s District Orchestra Night
was a success and we look forward
to seeing you all there in 2020!

District Orchestra Night

Sweet Charity

Performance dates:
March 14 - 16 at 7:30pm
The Westfield High School Theatre
Department will be presenting
Sweet Charity as their spring
musical production on March 14,
15 & 16, 2019. Inspired by
Federico
Fellini’s
"Nights
of
Cabiria," Sweet Charity explores
the turbulent love life of Charity
Hope Valentine, a hopelessly
romantic but comically unfortunate
dance hall hostess in New York
City. Sweet Charity features
spectacular
dance
numbers
originally choreographed by the
legendary Bob Fosse, including
“Big Spender,” “If My Friends
Could See Me Now,” “Rhythm of
Life,” and “I’m a Brass Band,”
among many others. With a
tuneful, groovy, mid-1960s score
by Cy Coleman, sparkling lyrics by
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Dorothy Fields, and a hilarious
book by Neil Simon, Sweet Charity
captures all the energy, humor,
and heartbreak of Life in the Big
City for an unfortunate but
irrepressible optimist.

the period, the students also
examined the specific elements
from the time period still seen in
contemporary theatre via the
performance of scenes from Arthur
Miller’s classic drama All My Sons.

The WHSTD production, featuring
over
130
student
actors,
technicians and musicians, once
again capitalizes on the myriad
talents of the WHS fine arts
students
and
their
various
disciplines as well as continuing
our
tradition
of
producing
theatrical outstanding works which
explore contemporary
musical
theatre
via
lesser
known
productions.

The Theatre Workshop students
have completed their study of
Shakespearian theatre, focusing on
Elizabethan
comedy.
This
exploration included analysis and
performances of scenes and
monologues from A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Currently, the
students are exercising their
technical foundations through the
investigation of Sanford Meisner
and his repetition technique.
In
Advanced
Theatre
Technique, the students
have
been
examining
Moment Work of the
Tectonic Theatre Company
and Devised Theatre. This
investigation
concluded
with an excellent, original
piece of theatre, which
were representative of the
overall student growth
throughout the semester.

Tickets will be available February
24, 2019 by visiting the
WHSTD.BOOKTIX.COM.
For more information regarding
past and present performances,
you can visit the WHS Theatre
Department website at:
teacherdjd.wix.com/whstheatredept

WHS Theatre Class
The Westfield High School theatre
students have been diligently
engaged in furthering their studies
of the world of theatre. In Intro to
Theatre, the students have just
completed their exploration of
Medieval
Theatre
and
its
contributions to world theatre. In
addition to the historical aspects of

WHS students are also continuing
their exploration of the world of
theatre behind the scenes in
Stagecraft. The students have
been engaged in learning the
various roles that exist in the
technical theatre and the numerous
employment
opportunities
they
present. Currently, the students
are learning the fundamentals of
Makeup
Design
and
Scenic
Painting as well as the various
techniques
used
within
the
theatrical production process.

Roosevelt
Intermediate
Art
Mr. Thompson’s three 6th grade
classes have just started a large,
fun, vibrant, and challenging
project.
We
reviewed
and
discussed Dia de los Muertos: Day
of the Dead; a unique holiday
celebrated in Mexico and other
Spanish speaking countries. We
practiced drawing basic skull
shapes, and then drew our chosen
shape on large black paper. We
used iPads to research designs and
patterns. Once our drawings were
completed in pencil, we moved on
to oil pastels. We reviewed basic
color
schemes
(analogous,
complimentary)
and
students
proceeded to color in their designs,
blending analogous colors where
possible, and using compliments as
accents.
They
are
looking
fantastic!
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used the glue straight from the
glue bottles; some used small
wooden sticks to paint it on. The
students were patient and careful.
Finally, we painted. Students used
dry brush and wash techniques, as
well as gradations, to add vivid
color. This was a teacher and
student favorite, and the results
speak for themselves!

The 8th graders in Mr. Thompson’s
class have just finished a faux
stained glass project. We started
out by learning a little about the
history of stained glass, looking at
examples from the past as well as
contemporary designs. We noted
how it is necessary to construct
stained glass in segments for
structural stability; strips of lead
dividing up the areas of colored
glass. We then looked at samples
of faux stained glass, which use a
mixture of white glue mixed with
black acrylic paint for the leading,
and watercolors for the color. We
noted that while the sectioning of
color by lines of black glue wasn’t
necessary for the structure, it did
add an important visual element to
the composition.
Students used all this new found
information to sketch ideas on
manila
paper.
Some
chose
animals, some landscapes, some
symbols or objects. We then
worked on how best to divide and
separate where the areas of color
would be, using dividing lines that
best worked with each individual
idea. Students then moved on to
transferring their designs on heavy
watercolor paper. We then began
to apply lines of black glue. Some
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Music

RIS Bands
On January 9th, all of the 8th grade
music ensembles from Roosevelt
spent the afternoon at WHS for
our annual Recruitment Day. Band,
orchestra, and chorus students
had the opportunity to hear
performances from the top music
ensembles at the high school.
They also spent time rehearsing
with these groups and the high
school directors in preparation for
special district concerts.
The Roosevelt 8th grade Concert
Band performed alongside the 8th
grade
band
from
Edison
Intermediate, the high school Wind
Ensemble, and the high school
Marching Band on the evening of
the 9th. This annual concert is a
wonderful chance for 8th grade
students and parents to get a taste
of what the high school program is
all about. As always, it was a
fantastic evening, and Mr. Doyle
and Ms. Hauge want to thank Mr.
Vitale and Mr. Sindorf for all of
their hard work putting the concert
together!
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Currently, the 7th and 8th grade
band students are preparing for
their next performance, Chamber
Music Night on Thursday, March
28th. This performance will feature
nearly 20 small ensembles, some
groups as small as three members.
Part of the student preparation
involves practicing and rehearsing
in their small groups, without the
aid of a teacher or conductor. This
helps students develop their own
practice and rehearsal skills, and
gives them independence and
autonomy in their learning. Come
support our young musicians on
March 28th!
Jazz Ensembles
The Jazz Big Band enjoyed another
successful
elementary
school
holiday tour on December 21st!
Along with the Early Morning
Orchestra and the Sharps and
flats, Mr. Doyle, Ms. Hauge, and
the big band performed for
hundreds
of
students
at
Washington, Wilson, and Franklin
elementary schools. It is a great
way to begin the winter break, and
we look forward to this event
every
year,
and
it
never
disappoints!
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On Saturday March 2nd, the RIS
Jazz Ensembles will take part in
the annual “Breakfast with the
Bands” event at Westfield High
School. This event is a fundraiser
for the Westfield Rotary Club, an
organization that provides many
scholarships
and
grants
for
Westfield students and community
programs. Hundreds of people
attend this event each year, as
bands from Roosevelt, Edison, and
the high school perform while the
audience enjoys breakfast. The
event begins at 8am and ends at
noon. Come enjoy breakfast and
support
our
hard
working
students! We hope to see you
soon at an upcoming performance!
RIS Chorus
January has been a busy month
for vocal music students. The 8th
grade students participated in
Recruitment Day on January 9th
and District Choral Night on
January 16th at WHS. The 8th grade
chorus, as well as the Sharps and
Flats, sang at the Festival which
was a great event! Our students
loved the experience and it has
excited them for what’s to come
when they move up to the High
School.
Seventh grade students in search
of a theme to their spring concert
have been singing folk songs along
with songs from different eras of
popular music.
They are very
close to pinning down a theme.
In February the Sharps and Flats
will sing with the Newark Boys
Chorus which is always a highlight
of the year. This year we will sing I
Dream A World at the Black
History Month Program.

Drama
RIS Spring Musical

Bye Bye Birdie
Performance dates:
March 21st at 4:00pm
March 22nd & 23rd at 7:00pm
Great for all ages!
Talented cast and crew;
Great music, sweet story and
lots of fun!
FOR TICKETS GO TO
RIS.BOOKTIX.COM IN MARCH!

Edison
Intermediate
Art
Sixth grade students in Mr. Black &
Dr. Ruggieri’s art classes are
continuing their study of the
Elements of Art. Having learned
about Line, Shape, Space, Value,
and Form, students created
beautiful one-point perspective
drawings. In these drawings,
students created a sense of space
or the illusion of depth through
overlapping, placement on the
paper, and making objects look
smaller as they get farther away.
Students created a balanced scene
with
enough
details
and
decorations to make each scene
appear lively.
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Eighth grade Crafts students
practiced mold making, creating
life-like casts of their hands. Once
cast, students refined the works
through sanding and carving,
ultimately painting them. Rounding
out the marking period were the
creation of yarn baskets and
stained glass windows based on
student interests and time honored
techniques.
Seventh grade students completed
their own perspective drawings,
building
on
the
perspective
techniques from 6th grade. These
two-point perspective drawings
use two vanishing points instead of
one. In other projects, students
learned about medieval art,
creating original drawings of
gargoyles with an emphasis on
value, shading, and contrast.

The culmination of the Fine Arts
classes in eighth grade are the
landscape and portrait projects.
These projects primarily utilize
skills learned and practiced in
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade.
In
the
landscape
paintings,
students
created
a
clear
background, middle ground, and
foreground, using various tints,
shades,
and
color
mixing
knowledge.

The 6th graders in Mrs. Frees class
are finishing their mixed media
project on endangered animals.
They researched using Google
earth and the World Wildlife
Federation. We learned about the
Sumatran Rhino and are working
together in a bake sale to help
save these endangered animals.
We will donate the proceeds of the
bake sale to the Sumatran Rhino
refuge.
We are moving onto a cultural art
study of Oaxacan Animals. We
watched a short video on a family
who carries on the traditional
craftwork of making wooden
carved animals. We are working in
Model Magic. We talked about how
the Mexican artist was interviewed
and he said that he could envision
the animal trapped in the wood.
Michelangelo said the same when
he saw a piece of marble. We took
a few deep yoga breaths holding
our clay before we began. We tried
to envision our favorite animal, a
pet, or some cute shaped animal in
our mind.
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Seventh graders are doing a
research project on Masks around
the world. We are learning about
the purpose and function of the
mask. We are then drawing this
mask on brown paper and using a
batik technique with crayon and
tempera paint. Students are
exploring different techniques that
artisans worked. We will fit in a
figure sculpture and a small
printmaking lesson before the end
of the marking period as well.
Students in Mrs. Frees 8th grade
crafts are learning some traditional
American craftwork with a wood
burning project and a needle
felting project. We are learning to
appreciate the kind of time and
effort it takes to make a beautifully
rendered piece of handmade art.
Students will appreciate the cost of
such items when they consider
their availability on sites such as
Etsy and even Amazon.
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Music
EIS Bands
It is a very exciting time for the
EIS bands. The 8th grade band
students had the opportunity to
perform at the District Band Night
in January with the RIS 8th grade
band and WHS Wind Ensemble.
The band played the highly
rhythmic piece, “First Landing
Celebration” by Michael Oare. They
were then joined by the RIS 8th
grade band & WHS bands to
perform “The Great Locomotive
Chase” with over 150 students
playing together.
The 6th and 7th grade students
have
been
working
on
fundamentals
in
class
in
preparation for an increased
challenge in their band music in
the spring.

Students are continuing with some
textile work in Batik. They are
learning about Adinkra cloth and
symbols from African culture. They
are using a new product we are
trying this year Batik-ez. They are
dying their fabrics with acrylic
paint and water. We will also be
working on an encaustic (painting
with wax) with another new
product I introduced this year
which melts recycled crayons.

2019 has brought other great
things to the EIS Bands.
In
January, 17 students auditioned
for the CJMEA Intermediate Region
Band. This was one of the largest
turnouts for any single school in
central Jersey. The Jazz Band has
been working to put together set
lists for spring performances at the

Breakfast

with

the

Bands

fundraiser and the Jazz Night
concert. Playing some hits from
Count Basie and Duke Ellington,
the band is learning how to play
improvised solos. The jazz band is
also looking forward to performing
for the Six Flags festival this
spring.

EIS Orchestra
January was a special month for
the
Orchestra
students
in
Westfield. Our 3rd Annual District
Orchestra Night was held on
January 14th at Westfield High
School and it was a huge success!
This was the first year that
students in 6th and 7th grade were
included in the performance. The
6th, 7th, 8th, and select Orchestras
from
Edison
and
Roosevelt
Intermediate Schools combined
their talents to put on a moviethemed concert for students and
parents involved in the Orchestra
program in Westfield.
Some selections included were
themes from Harry Potter, The

Incredibles, Frozen, The Hunger
Games, Star Wars, Despicable Me,
Jurassic Park, and Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them. A total

of 280 students performed on the
WHS stage that night, and all were
able to watch the other grades
perform.
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Directors
Amanda Gant (Edison), Brice
Freeman (Roosevelt), and Craig
Stanton (WHS/Edison) rotated
conducting each piece.
Maggie Fatsis (Jefferson/McKinley)
and Robin Naylor
(Franklin/Tamaques/Washington/
Wilson) assisted with planning the
evening.

Drama
EIS Spring Musical

Performance dates:
March 7th at 4:00pm
March 8th & 9th at 7:00pm
Be Our Guest and join the cast and

We are looking forward to next
year’s 4th Annual District Orchestra
Night! Thank you to all who
attended for supporting the
Performing Arts in Westfield.

Franklin
Elementary
Art

Beauty and the Beast

There was a Costume Contest for
the student performers as well as
complimentary popcorn handed
out at the end of the show. A
special thanks to the Rialto of
Westfield for donating six movie
passes to the Costume Contest
Winner, as well as enough popcorn
to feed 500 people! Amanda
Rosenthal (EIS, French Horn) won
the Contest dressed as Professor
Dumbledore from Harry Potter.

Arts a la Carte

crew of Edison Intermediate
School’s Spring Musical, Beauty
and the Beast. The classic story
tells of Belle, a young woman in a
provincial town, and the Beast,
who is really a young prince
trapped under the spell of an
enchantress. If the Beast can learn
to love and be loved, the curse will
end and he will be transformed to
his former self, but time is running
out. If the Beast does not learn his
lesson soon, he and his household
will be doomed for all eternity.
Beauty and the Beast
Cast and Crew
Holden Altman, Quetzal Araya,
Aron Bazsa, Eric Buecklers, Klara
Butler, Lindsay Doyle, Jeremy
Dudzinski, Sayee Edekar, Sophia
Erneta, Catie Givand, Zach Halevy,
Sean Henderson, Ryan Karlin,
Katherine O’Connor, Gabe Pastore,
Emily Rego, Olivia Rosario, Max
Russitano, Lucie Saint-Denis, Alan
Silva and many, many more
Please join us for a great musical
that is a tale as old as time. We
hope to see you there!

The 1st grade artists in Mrs. Hynes
class continue to focus on the
elements of art and the principles
of design as their projects progress
and their creativity bursts with new
excitement. Some imaginative art
projects are on tap for February
and March as we get ready for
Youth Art Month in Westfield.
Students in Mrs. Davenport’s
classes have been busy creating
amazing artwork! First grade
students learned about the artist
Wassily Kandinsky. They looked at
his non-objective artwork and his
circle study paintings. Students
created their own concentric circle
painting using the colors of their
choice. Once dry, students folded
and cut their paper to create a
warp, which students then used to
weave paper strips through. After
learning
historical
information
about weaving, students chose
black, white, or a combination of
the two colors as their weft to
weave
through
their
circle
painting.

Second graders have been working
on a unit covering Greek and
Roman art.
Students looked at
images
of
architecture
and
sculptures, as well as vases and
pottery.
After
creating
a
symmetrical vase shape, students
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added details to their vase
drawing, while using Greek and
Roman pottery as references.
Students then used their drawing
to
trace
their
image
into
styrofoam. This styrofoam plate
was then used to create several
prints. First, students created a
marker print.
Their styrofoam
vase was colored with washable
marker. A piece of paper was
sprayed with water and placed
over the styrofoam plate and
rubbed. Once it was pulled off,
the marker transferred from the
styrofoam to their paper.
The
second type of print was an ink
print. Ink was applied to their
Styrofoam plate using a brayer.
Colored paper was placed over
their inked plate and rubbed.
Once it was pulled off, their image
again transferred to the paper.
Their original drawing was also
colored in, so students have a
triptych vase artwork, using a
variety
of
materials
and
techniques.
Students in 3rd grade are learning
about value.
They began by
creating a monochromatic scale to
understand the concept of value.
Students then created a large
background paper using white, a
hue, and black to create a large
value scale using tints and shades
of their chosen color. Students had
to work cooperatively with the
students at their table to mix the
colors. Once their background was
complete, students choose an
animal or object from nature to
have in silhouette as the emphasis
of their artwork. This object will be
placed near the lightest tint to
stand out, since it will be out of
black marker.
Fourth graders are focusing on
one-point perspective. They are
creating shapes going back in
space towards a vanishing point.
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Students have the option of using
geometric shapes or creating their
own. They may also create the
background of their choice to go
along with this. While students
have to create shapes going
towards a vanishing point, many of
the details of the project are up to
them to use their creativity and
add details of their choice.

The 5th graders are also learning
about one-point perspective, but
they are focusing on creating
objects from a bug’s eye view.
Students can choose to create
trees, buildings, or a person for
this project. A vanishing point has
to be used, but the medium and
details are up to the student. It’s
amazing to see the variety of
artwork the students are creating,
while all covering the same
concept!

pretended to fly from flower to
flower throughout the music room
while taking turns being the bee at
the beginning of a new section.
This was followed by learning the
song “Bee, Bee, Bumble Bee” on
xylophones. They even added a
color part on finger cymbals.
In 2nd grade, the students have
been working in compound meter
with the poem “Go to Bed, Tom”.
They identified its form as binary,
and used expressive speech while
saying the poem as if they were
the parent or the child. This was
then transferred to percussion
instruments
for
a
delightful
percussion piece in compound
meter. To create a C section,
making it ternary form, the
students then came up with other
reasons not to go to bed in small
groups and composed their own
section in aaba form and in
compound
meter.
Their
compositions
were
a
great
success, and maybe they’ll use
these excuses at home but spoken
in compound meter.

Music
Brrrr… it’s the cold winter months,
so it’s time to get up and start
moving. The Franklin 1st graders
have been up and moving to the
fun tag game “Elves and Giants”
which was used to reinforce their
rhythms Ta and Ti-Ti. They also
used their imagination as they
created movements using their
body facings, levels, and rhythms
to the poem “Winter Walk”. Using
the song “Flight of the Bumble
Bee”, the students followed a
listening map to identify the
sections of music and the
instruments used; and then they

At the beginning of January, the
3rd graders finished their orchestra
unit using Carnegie Hall’s website
Benjamin Britten’s “A Young
Person’s Guide to the Orchestra”.
With it, they listened to the
different
timbres
of
each
instrument and learned how each
one creates its sound and changes
its pitch. They have also been
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identifying different types of form
in all of their songs and have used
the educational site Oodlu to help
reinforce their form terminology.
One of their listening activities
included identifying the form to
Leroy Anderson’s “The Syncopated
Clock”. In the following class they
created their own movements
using movement cards and scarves
to show the different sections of
the piece.

and percussion instruments in
contrasting and repeating sections.

In 5th grade, the students have
mastered the body percussion
piece “Seven”. This was then
transferred
to
tubanos
and
performed in canon. They also
studied different genres of music
and became experts of their
assigned genre as they worked in
small groups using BrainPop to
help them in their research. Their
musical genre charts were then
shared with the class as they
presented their information. Next
month, they will explore the
modes and begin learning a Dorain
piece from Keetman and Orff’s

Music for Children Vol. IV.

The fourth graders have been
traveling around the world as they
discuss different styles of music.
Using the Caribbean song “Hill and
Gully Rider”, they also learned a
syncopated accompaniment on the
barred instruments using a I-V
shift. Some of the classes even got
to show off their limbo skills to the
song. In addition to styles of
music, they have also studied form
and created their own movements
to the poem “Which Came First”.
This then led to a rondo piece that
combined the poem, movement,
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old ones. We explored the
pentatonic scales in 1st and 2nd
grade as students used movement
to guide the xylophone players.
Thank you!

Jefferson
Elementary
Art

We would like to thank the
Westfield Coalition for the Arts and
the Franklin PTO for purchasing
several Studio 49 xylophones for
our music classroom. The students
have been enjoying making music
with them and have exclaimed that
they have a better tone than the

First graders are just finishing up
their Africa unit with their Nile
Crocodile Puppets. Next, they will
be delving into the world of
sculpture. They will first get an
overview of clay, adding a little
science into the art room with
clay's scientific properties, and
then they will get a feel for clay by
using all their senses to create a
pinch pot. We will be adding
color into the mix with some model
magic in a free-sculpt activity.
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The 2nd grade students have just
begun their "Facial Proportion" unit.
They actually don't believe me
when I tell them that their eyes
are halfway down their heads. We
looked at books about drawing the
human head. We looked at, and
measured, the most famous
portrait in the world, Mona Lisa,
and we also watched videos of
professional artists, then they
(mostly) believed me. We will be
painting a self-portrait with correct
facial proportions and Abstract
hair. In the second project of this
unit we will be using oil pastels to
invent a large fantasy creature
with human facial proportions.
Third graders are in the middle of
completing their "Bas Relief"
bugs. They are using clay and
metal to complete the wings. We
will have a short lesson on the
color wheel, using clay, and then
we will move on to our clay
turtles.
We will review the
properties of clay and the children
will be taught the score and slip
method of attaching clay to clay.
Students in 4th grade have just
begun their unit on one-point
perspective. This is a very difficult
concept for 4th graders, but one
with great intrinsic rewards, when
they realize they can succeed at
such a difficult task. We started
with
boxes
in
one-point
perspective, next we will move on
to create our tree-lined street, and
lastly, we will be making citiscapes
in one-point perspective, using
professional tubed watercolors.
When I ask the kids for feedback
in 5th grade, this always comes up
as one of the favorite projects of
their Jefferson art career.
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McKinley
Elementary
Art
In 1st grade, students will be
introduced to the work of Laurel
Burch. Burch was known for
creating vibrant paintings of
different animals, especially cats.
Each cat was created with multiple
different colors, as well as line and
shape patterns throughout. For
this project students will create
their own original cat drawings.
Each cat will be filled with unique
patterns and designs, as well as
brought to life using construction
paper
crayons
and
metallic
sharpies.
The 2nd graders will be learning
about the important use of masks
in African culture. As a class, we
will
go
over
the
different
characteristics of these masks.
Students will be focusing on using
geometric and organic shapes, as
well as creating a symmetrical
design for this project.
Each
student will create a mask that is
colorful and unique.
Third grade students will be
starting a project called “What’s
Inside Your Head?”. This project
is a very personal project where
students will be examining the
things most important to them.
Students will begin by writing lists
and focusing on creating visual
representations of these things
throughout their designs. We will
be focusing on color, composition,
and creating a sense of balance in
a work of art. At the end of this
project, students will be presenting
their work to the class!

In 4th grade, students will be
learning
about
the
mosaic
technique and be creating paper
mosaics. They will be creating
these mosaics based off of
different fun facts about the state
of New Jersey. Each student will
pick something related to the state
to base their designs off of. We
will be focusing on different cutting
and gluing techniques, as well as
working with different colored
papers to create contrast in our
designs.
The 5th grade students will be
learning about the artist George
Rodrigue. Rodrigue was known for
creating paintings of a blue dog.
Inspired by Rodrigue’s work,
students will be creating original
blue dog paintings of their own. In
this lesson, we will be learning
about monochromatic color and
how it is possible to create
contrast in a design by using
different values of a color.
Students will learn how to create a
tint (lighter) and a shade (darker)
of a color by mixing paints. Even
though every student is painting a
picture of a blue dog, it is amazing
to see how stylistic and different
each one can be.

Music
The 1st and 2nd graders at McKinley
school have been busy learning
about musical form. The 1st
graders created the winter clothes
lines that you see in the picture
below creating rhythmic patterns
of AB.
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The 2nd graders have been working
on Rondo form by listening to
Kodaly's Viennese Musical Clock.
They created Rondo Burgers to
show the pattern of ABACADA.
Both grades have also been
applying form to an iPad app
called Osmo Coding Jam. Students
created compositions by coding.
Below is a picture of the Osmo
Coding Jam.

Tamaques
Elementary
Art
Tamaques is buzzing with beautiful
sculptures!
Created
with
newspaper, plaster and paint, an
assortment of interesting insects
were designed and brought to life
by the 1st grade. They can be
found flying around the school
library! Stop by to see them…
they are BEEutiful!
Second graders are also focusing
on sculptural form. After choosing
a favorite bird to create, they
began building their bodies, wings,
and tail feathers with newspaper
and tape. They followed up with
plaster, paint, feathers, and
assorted trims. Look for an exciting
display of fine-feathered friends at
the District Art Show!

The 3rd and 4th graders have also
been busy learning about musical
form and style. Third graders have
been learning about music from
Africa and have gotten a chance to
compose and play rhythms on the
djembe. Fourth graders have been
learning
about
Theme
and
Variation through listening and
composing their own themes and
variations on chrome music lab.
The 5th graders have been working
on composer profiles. Each student
chose a composer that interested
them and created a profile about
their composer. They are also
starting to prepare for their spring
concert on May 8th.

The 3rd grade is finishing up their
weaving unit that focused on
texture and patterning. They will
begin their study of color theory
and complementary colors when
their weavings are finished being
removed from the loom.
Fourth grade is busy learning
about color theory. Focusing on
value,
they
are
creating
monochromatic paintings with tints
and shades. Utilizing carbon paper,
students transferred images that
they found and printed using the
computer. They practiced creating
value scales to learn to balance the
tints and shades and then began
their masterpieces!
The 5th graders have recently
completed a comic strip version
self-portrait inspired by the work
of Roy Lichtenstein. They are
learning that art and culture reflect
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and affect one another. As such,
they are utilizing the ever-popular
iPhone to create “selfie portraits”
complete with thought bubbles,
hash tags or self-descriptive words
or phrases.

Music
The students at Tamaques were all
very excited to be back in the New
Year making some great music.
Over the course of January, all
grades worked with form (how
music is put together and
organized) and learned about
different styles of music.
The 1st grade students listened to
Mussorgsky’s
“Ballet
of
the
Unhatched Chicks” and used egg
shakers to develop “pecking and
flapping” and “patting” movements
for the different sections; one for
the first
section
called A,
something different for the B
section, and then coming back to
the same A section movements at
the end. Students learned the folk
song “Old Joe Clark” and notated
the song with pictures on the
board to show same and different
sections. We also listened to “Old
Joe Clark” sung in Rock and Jazz
styles and talked about how this
changed the feeling of the song.
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different sections and play the
class piece in either a Hip-Hop,
Techno, or Jazz style.

Music class in 2nd grade has been
all about patterns. The three that
we talked about were repeating
(same), alternating (back and
forth), and cumulative (adding on)
patterns that are all present in
music. Students found these
patterns while putting together
movements for the different
sections of “Happy” by Pharrell
Williams, using letters to name the
sections and style of Frank
Sinatra’s “Fly Me to the Moon,”
and while singing a song from
Ghana called Obwisana.

Third grade students built on the
idea of patterns in music by
listening for them in the “Overture
to The Music Man” and completing
a listening map, singing the West
African greeting song “Fanga
Alafia”
with
percussion
instruments, and using our Make a
Form application on the Smart
Board to put together distinctly

The 4th grade students focused in
on two specific types of form:
Theme and Variations and Rondo.
Students worked together in
groups to put together movements
under an overall theme but each
student had a slightly different
movement to create variations.
Students listened to “Hedwig’s
Theme” from Harry Potter and
wrote down what was changed to
create the variations throughout all
of the movies. Students used
shape manipulatives to show the
different sections they heard in
“Raider’s March” from the Indiana
Jones movies, and used the final
result to come up with a definition
for Rondo form. They used this
knowledge to discover the form of
Beethoven’s “Pathetique.”
Fifth graders got the chance to
listen to original versions of songs,
describe the style elements, and
listen to groups like Postmodern
Jukebox take the same song and
completely alter the style for a
new cover. Students then got the
opportunity to go through the
same process and plan out their
own STYLE SWAP covers. This was
one of my favorite lessons to teach
because the students had so many
innovative ideas for their covers.
Coming up in February students
will be reviewing Pitch and Melody
through new songs, games, and
projects. We’ll be sure to update
you on the great work the
Tamaques Elementary Musicians
are up to!

Washington
Elementary
Art
Art classes are “rolling” right along
this Winter at Washington School.
In 1st grade, the Africa unit is in
full swing. Students have been
weaving
Kente
patterns,
decorating jewelry, and designing
Egyptian mummies (complete with
hieroglyphics
and
gold
embellishments). Soon they will
complete a set of pieces inspired
by the unique animals found on
this continent. Be on the lookout
for giraffes, lions, and elephants as
we go on safari.
Students in the 2nd grade are
applying various color values to
their Asian Art. Do you know the
difference between a tint and a
shade? Both are present in our
recently completed Ming vases.
Students are experimenting with a
wide
range
of
watercolor
techniques by using paints, pencils
and crayons. Materials have been
bushed, dipped, and dried to
create some interesting design
effects.
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Third grade artists completed their
unit on the Middle Ages by
constructing a castle out of paper,
paint, and paper towel tubes.
They have now taken an imaginary
journey across the Atlantic to
study the design styles of Native
Americans during this time period.
They are able to apply knowledge
recently gained in Social Studies,
to design a collage of teepees and
a painting of adobe homes.

Fourth grade students are learning
about art at the turn of the
nineteenth century. The invention
of the camera brought about a
new era in design. Artists like
Klimt incorporated gold and
decorative
patterns
into
his
elaborate
portraits;
Romare
Bearden collaged together a wide
array of images in his imaginative
pieces; and Paul Klee simplified
complex
structures
into
arrangements
of
colorful,
geometric shapes.

In the 5th grade, students are
studying the human figure from
face to feet. They began with a
color-wheel project using the eye
as a framework. All twelve colors
in our rainbow irises were created
from the three primaries. They
are currently drawing self-portraits
using precise details and shading.
Soon they will paint comical
creations of their own shoes.

Music
Washington School musicians are
keeping busy during these cold
months! All five grades are
preparing favorite tunes (and
dances) for the Winter Sing-Along,
which will feature songs honoring
Valentine’s Day and Presidents’
Day. The older students love
singing their favorite songs, like
Viva Valentine, and love teaching
them to their younger siblings as
they
get
ready
for
their
performance. First and 2nd graders
are working particularly hard on a
new favorite, “Tony Chestnut”.
Ask your student to show you why!
The focus of the month of
February is pitch and melody, and
so students will be revisiting or
learning for the first time about
how notes move on the staff, and
how to apply their knowledge of
reading rhythms to decoding
melodies they read. We will be
working on learning new games
like The Farmer in the Dell and
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Pop Goes the Weasel, which will
help reinforce rhythms and teach
new melodies and allow us to have
fun doing it! In March all students
will focus on dynamics and texture,
which are two important elements
of music that give us louds and
softs as well as different ways to
arrange the layers of music. First
graders will learn how to create an
accompaniment for a melody they
sing; second graders will sing their
first canons; third and fourth
graders will be exploring the idea
of partner songs; and fifth graders
will be applying everything they
know about musical texture as
they begin learning the music for
their chorus spring concert.
March is Music in Our Schools
Month, and so we will be talking
about the ways that music appears
in our life, and will be finding new
ways to bring music to the world
around us. If your child comes
home bursting with music to sing
for you, I would love to know
about it. Send me an email so I
can acknowledge these fine
musicians for bringing music to the
people they love!

Tamaques & Washington
4th & 5th Grade Band
The Tamaques and Washington
5th grade band students had
successful and exciting holiday
concerts back in December!
Performing for family and friends
at home, students played favorite
Christmas and winter tunes as
well. Many of the 5th graders are
now preparing for our annual All
City auditions, which will take
place in early February. The All
City band, orchestra, and chorus
ensembles are open to any 5th
grade student in Westfield. These
students have been practicing at
home and improving every time I
see them. Good luck to all
students who will be auditioning!
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The 4th grade beginners have
been improving immensely on their
instruments! Many performed mini
Christmas concerts for family and
friends on their instruments, and
some students even played duets
and trios with friends and siblings
at home! We are learning to create
beautiful
sounds
on
our
instruments, and expand our
musical knowledge, while playing
with good posture and technique.
Songs we have recently played in
band class include: “Au Claire de la
Lune”, “Mozart Melody”, “London
Bridge”, and “Doodle All Day”. We
are looking forward to Music in Our
Schools Month in March, where we
will perform some of these
favorites for family and friends!

Wilson
Elementary
Art
First grade students were excited
to create Model Magic coil pots
with 3-D paper cacti in them. They
learned that a coil pot is a simple
form of hand-made pottery. Using
Model Magic, the children blended
colors, and experimented with
various manipulative techniques.
Almost all cacti are succulents,
meaning they have thickened,
fleshy parts adapted to store
water.

Second grade students in Mrs.
Massenzio’s
class
created
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wonderful winter self-portraits.
Students learned about correct
proportions and placement of
features on a face. Using a collage
technique, they employed the
elements of line, shape, color,
texture, and space. Everyone
achieved success, and were proud
of their finished pictures.
Dancing penguins were the subject
for the 3rd grade art classes.
Students created a whimsical
penguin dancing on an iceberg.
Subtle shading was produced using
markers and a wet paintbrush. The
children
also
learned
about
penguins, their habitats, and some
unique facts such as penguins
don’t fly. There are 18 different
types of penguins.
The 4th graders in Mrs. Massenzio’s
class had the fun experience of
designing their own 3-D cardboard
skateboards. Students learned the
difference between 2-D and 3-D
design. By folding, manipulating,
and cutting paper a certain way,
you can make a 2-Dimensional
piece of paper into a 3-D form.
This activity provided students
with an opportunity to creatively
express
their
ideas
and
imaginations. It integrated math
and critical thinking skills.
Fifth grade students in Mrs.
Massenzio’s
class
created
impressive drawing of irises in the
style of Vincent van Gogh. After
learning about the artist, they
discovered that van Gogh’s Irises
is one of the most expensive
paintings ever sold! This lesson
focused on creating tints and
shades, analogous colors, and
understanding how to effectively
blend them. The students were
excited with their finished pictures,
and couldn’t wait to take them
home!

Music
Wilson students are having a
grand time exploring form and
style! First grade and 2nd grade
students have been enjoying
learning to play instruments from
various countries as they are
exposed to music from various
cultures. As they learn to sing and
play folk songs from around the
world, they are examining the
music to identify its structure.
They have been thrilled to get to
play on the barred instruments as
well
as
various
percussion
instruments. They have also been
hard at work preparing songs for
their Valentine Sing-a-long which is
just around the corner! They can’t
wait to share their talents with
their friends and family members!

Third grade students have been
learning songs from around the
globe as well, and have learned to
search for musical signs and
symbols that show direction in the
music. One of their favorite folk
songs to sing “Turn the Glasses
Over” is from England. They
especially love performing their
rhythmic ostinato on cups along to
this tune! They are also exploring
traditional dances found in various
cultures.
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The 4th grade students are
focusing on form and style found
in songs from various continents.
Their favorite song to perform on
rhythm sticks is “Obwisana”. They
have also been learning to sing in
parts while focusing on good vocal
technique to prepare for their
upcoming Music in Our Schools
performance in March.
After a spectacular Winter Concert,
the 5th Grade Chorus students
have gone right back to work
learning all new music for the
Spring! They are excited to bring
their singing to the next level, as
they explore music from various
styles including jazz, pop, rock and
other cultures.

Lincoln
School
Our kindergarteners worked very
hard January getting ready for
Grandparents and Special Persons’
Day at Lincoln School by creating
their own version of a Mondrian
“hearts” to show how much we
love the special people in our lives.
It was a special day for all!
February and March will prove to
be
exciting
months
for
kindergarten art. These artists
have grown so much since the
beginning of the school year and
now they really get to explode with
creativity to show it.
Our littlest students in pre-k art
will focus on some famous people
in February and March. They will
be creating some presidential popart in the style of Andy Warhol.
And in March, our little artists will
be studying the art style of Dr.
Seuss in preparation for ReadAcross-America Day. Some exciting

days ahead to break up the winter
blues!
The kindergartners had a very
busy
January
preparing
for
Grandparents Day, which was held
on January 25th. Students sang
classics such as "I love you a
Bushel and a Peck", "I'm Gonna
Mail Myself" and a sentimental
song to honor grandparents called
"A Song for Grandparents". After
the excitement of Grandparent's
Day, the students will be getting
ready for their Sing a Long which
will feature a story about Kindness.

Arts a la Carte
Parent Volunteers Needed
for
Youth Art Month

Please consider volunteering
a little of your time to help
display artwork for your
school
For more information and
details about this wonderful
program please email
mmota@westfieldnjk12.org
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FALL 2018
Dear Westfield Arts Lovers!
The mission of the Westfield Coalition for the Arts is to act as an
advocate for the arts in our schools, including music, fine art, theatre,
visual art and dance. We speak out on behalf of the arts and their
importance in our schools by raising public awareness of the arts’
programs currently in our schools, supporting the schools when there is
no room left in the budget, and encouraging our students’ artistic
endeavors. We cannot do this without your support!
The Coalition has a new logo, thanks to WHS now-Senior, Morgan Eng, and we are ready to help the arts continue to
thrive in this town. We are very fortunate to live in a community that reveres the arts and strongly believes in nourishing
the diverse talents of our youth. This community has demonstrated its commitment to the arts’ programs by donating to
the Coalition. Once again, last year you generously gave over $20,000 for us to support programs in all of the schools.
For instance, with your donations, the Coalition has helped to maintain our robust arts’ programs and implement new
programs such as:
★ The purchase of new musical instruments for students to use for several school bands/orchestras
★ Entry fees and partial transportation costs for the WHS Concert bands and choirs to attend festivals
★ Funding for heavy-duty storage and shelving for musical instruments at several schools
★ Funding for costumes for the WHS Theatre Department
★ Continuing education classes for art teachers
AND MUCH MORE!
The Westfield Coalition is an independent, nonprofit, organization, and we depend solely upon the generosity of
supporters and parents like you! We hope that you will once again demonstrate your commitment to the arts by making a
donation today.
We are also conducting a search for new WCA volunteers! We’d ideally like parent volunteer reps from each school.
We strive to form a group of volunteers/artists where each member has some experience with a different art medium or at
the very least, is an ART LOVER! If this interests you, you may indicate this on your tear-off (below) that you send to us
with your donation, or you can email us at WestfieldCoalition@yahoo.com, visit our Facebook page and visit our website:
www.WestfieldCoalitionForTheArts.weebly.com.
Please say you will stand with us as art advocates! DONATE TODAY! Thank you for your support!
~ Margaret Smith, President
Simply return this portion with your donation to WCA Treasurer, 562 Pierson St, Westfield, NJ 07090.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Westfield Coalition for the Arts.
Yes, I/we would like to donate!
____ Benefactor $500

_____ Sponsor $75

____ Angel $200

_____ Sustaining Member $50

____ Patron $100

Donation $______

In appreciation of your gift of $75.00 or more, your name will be printed in the Winter & Spring concert programs.
NAME: (as you would like it listed in the programs) _______________________________________________
EMAIL: _____________________________________________PHONE:________________________________
NAME OF WESTFIELD SCHOOL THAT YOUR YOUNGEST CHILD ATTENDS: __________________________
YES, I/we are interested in volunteering for the WCA ______________________________________________
.

(first & last name, and email address, if not listed above)

.

